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1. Changing Security 1. Changing Security 
LandscapeLandscape



Conventional SecurityConventional Security

For much of the 20For much of the 20thth Century, the study of Century, the study of 
security was dominated by two concerns:security was dominated by two concerns:

Great power warGreat power war
Military use of nuclear weaponsMilitary use of nuclear weapons

Ironically, perhaps, the field focused on very Ironically, perhaps, the field focused on very 
rare events and largely ignored more common rare events and largely ignored more common 
onesones



A Change in PerspectiveA Change in Perspective

The field of security studies began to change in the late The field of security studies began to change in the late 
2020thth Century due to three factors:Century due to three factors:

A sense that great power war and the military use of nuclear A sense that great power war and the military use of nuclear 
weapons, while potentially devastating, were low probability weapons, while potentially devastating, were low probability 
eventsevents
Mounting evidence that the security of people and states Mounting evidence that the security of people and states 
around the world was routinely challenged by other, around the world was routinely challenged by other, 
transnational threatstransnational threats
A sense that processes of global change were amplifying A sense that processes of global change were amplifying 
transnational threats and reducing the likelihood of transnational threats and reducing the likelihood of 
conventional threatsconventional threats



Drivers of Global ChangeDrivers of Global Change

There is no consensus on what exactly is There is no consensus on what exactly is 
transforming the security landscape but transforming the security landscape but 
researchers tend to emphasize several related researchers tend to emphasize several related 
factors:factors:

Technological innovationTechnological innovation
DemocratizationDemocratization
Economic globalizationEconomic globalization
UrbanizationUrbanization
Population growthPopulation growth



Transnational Security IssuesTransnational Security Issues

The net result is less emphasis on great power The net result is less emphasis on great power 
war, and more attention on a set of war, and more attention on a set of interactiveinteractive
and and transnationaltransnational security issues such as:security issues such as:

Environmental changeEnvironmental change
Infectious diseaseInfectious disease
Economic, political and cultural inequalityEconomic, political and cultural inequality
Global terrorismGlobal terrorism
Transnational crimeTransnational crime
Civil conflictCivil conflict



The New Security DilemmaThe New Security Dilemma

Our world is organized into some 200 sovereign Our world is organized into some 200 sovereign 
states, but many of the urgent security states, but many of the urgent security 
challenges we face are transnational in terms of challenges we face are transnational in terms of 
both their structure and their impact both their structure and their impact 



Why this Matters to the Conservation Why this Matters to the Conservation 
CommunityCommunity

1.1. What conservationists do, can directly and indirectly What conservationists do, can directly and indirectly 
affect many factors that determine vulnerability and affect many factors that determine vulnerability and 
threat at the human and country levelsthreat at the human and country levels

2.2. Awareness of these complex linkages may lead to Awareness of these complex linkages may lead to 
more effective conservation programs supported by more effective conservation programs supported by 
larger constituencies and also provide valuable input larger constituencies and also provide valuable input 
into the policy arenainto the policy arena

3.3. The conservation community has a long history of The conservation community has a long history of 
transnational cooperation to build on and to share transnational cooperation to build on and to share 
with otherswith others



Why this Matters to the Public Why this Matters to the Public 
Health CommunityHealth Community

Many public health concerns are associated with Many public health concerns are associated with 
transnational phenomena such as world trade, transnational phenomena such as world trade, 
climate change, air  and water pollution, and the climate change, air  and water pollution, and the 
global food systemglobal food system
Bringing together different sectors may lead to Bringing together different sectors may lead to 
more effective health programs and policiesmore effective health programs and policies
The public health community has a tradition of The public health community has a tradition of 
transnational cooperation upon which to buildtransnational cooperation upon which to build



2. Overview of Environmental 2. Overview of Environmental 
Security ResearchSecurity Research



Historical MilestonesHistorical Milestones

Environmental researchers and practitioners pioneered in linkingEnvironmental researchers and practitioners pioneered in linking
their concerns to security:their concerns to security:
1970s1970s

First tentative suggestions that security and environmental degrFirst tentative suggestions that security and environmental degradation adation 
might be linked in significant ways, e.g.:might be linked in significant ways, e.g.:

Resource Wars scenarios linked to OPEC crisisResource Wars scenarios linked to OPEC crisis
NeoNeo--Malthusianism ideas of Population BombMalthusianism ideas of Population Bomb

19871987
“Our Common Future” suggests links among environmental change, “Our Common Future” suggests links among environmental change, 
population dynamics, urbanization, and conflictpopulation dynamics, urbanization, and conflict

19891989
End of the Cold War leads to rapid growth in research on the relEnd of the Cold War leads to rapid growth in research on the relationship ationship 
between the environment and securitybetween the environment and security



Major Research DirectionsMajor Research Directions

In the 1990s, research on environmental change In the 1990s, research on environmental change 
and security became widespread, welland security became widespread, well--funded, funded, 
and influential. It can be organized into two and influential. It can be organized into two 
broad areas:broad areas:

Environmental change and violent conflictEnvironmental change and violent conflict
Environmental change and vulnerabilityEnvironmental change and vulnerability



Environmental Change and Violent Environmental Change and Violent 
Conflict Conflict 

Resource scarcity leads to civil conflictResource scarcity leads to civil conflict
E.g. HomerE.g. Homer--Dixon; Dixon; BaechlerBaechler; King; King

Resource abundance leads to civil conflictResource abundance leads to civil conflict
E.g. E.g. GleditschGleditsch; Collier; De ; Collier; De SoysaSoysa

Urbanization and economic development, processes Urbanization and economic development, processes 
that affect natural resources, lead to civil conflictthat affect natural resources, lead to civil conflict

E.g. E.g. DalbyDalby

Conservation practices can lead to civil conflict Conservation practices can lead to civil conflict 
E.g. Matthew, E.g. Matthew, HalleHalle and Switzerand Switzer



Environmental Change and Violent Environmental Change and Violent 
Conflict (cont’d)Conflict (cont’d)

Each of the above factors can lead to conflict, but Each of the above factors can lead to conflict, but 
conflict is not always bad: it can lead to cooperation conflict is not always bad: it can lead to cooperation 

E.gE.g ConcaConca and and DabelkoDabelko; Matthew, McDonald and ; Matthew, McDonald and GaulinGaulin
Environmental impacts of the militaryEnvironmental impacts of the military

E.g. E.g. WestingWesting
Potential of the military to contribute to the Potential of the military to contribute to the 
conservation agendaconservation agenda

E.g. ButtsE.g. Butts
Challenges of conservation efforts in conflict or postChallenges of conservation efforts in conflict or post--
conflict areasconflict areas

E.gE.g Oglethorpe et al.Oglethorpe et al.



Environmental Change and Environmental Change and 
Vulnerability Vulnerability 

Environmental changes can increase vulnerability:Environmental changes can increase vulnerability:
through a gradual decline of resources and through a gradual decline of resources and 
gradual spread of health problemsgradual spread of health problems
to shocks like natural disasters by reducing to shocks like natural disasters by reducing 
buffer zonesbuffer zones
through displacement such as movement to through displacement such as movement to 
urban or urban or periperi--urban areasurban areas



General ConcernsGeneral Concerns

There is a recognition that conservation practices can There is a recognition that conservation practices can 
unintentionally lead to declines in human security or to unintentionally lead to declines in human security or to 
the triggering or amplification of violent conflictthe triggering or amplification of violent conflict
There is a general sense that burdens are There is a general sense that burdens are 
disproportionately placed on women, children and the disproportionately placed on women, children and the 
poor in the developing world poor in the developing world 
There is also a widespread sentiment that conservation There is also a widespread sentiment that conservation 
can be a force of stability and human securitycan be a force of stability and human security



Highlights of this Research Highlights of this Research 

Focused enormous attention on the security Focused enormous attention on the security 
implications of climate change, biodiversity loss, implications of climate change, biodiversity loss, 
etc.etc.
Brief, but energetic, period of policy making Brief, but energetic, period of policy making 
under President Clintonunder President Clinton
Engagement with this research by academics, Engagement with this research by academics, 
policy makers and environmental NGOs around policy makers and environmental NGOs around 
the worldthe world



3. Conclusions3. Conclusions
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